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The Perfect Game 2008-07-22
based on a true story readers follow a group of rag tag shoeless kids from monterrey mexico the young group of ballplayers
shocked not only themselves but impressed the world when they won 13 games in a row and went on to win the little league
world series

Perfect Game 2014-03-04
the little league world series is within reach two weeks of intense competition remain to decide the final teams for the
little league world series this year the anticipation is high as it s possible that both of the previous final two teams will
return a very rare occurrence and those are the teams carter and liam now play for these two players one from each team are
thinking the same thought how can i play against my best friend join liam and carter as they work their way to the little
league world series in this thrilling series

The Perfect Game 2020-04-21
with over half a million copies sold worldwide come see why readers and authors alike all call this an unforgettable story
that will stay with you for years by new york times bestselling author j sterling he s a game she never intended to play and
she s the game changer he never knew he needed the perfect game tells the story of college juniors cassie andrews jack carter
when cassie meets rising baseball hopeful jack she is determined to steer clear of him and his typical cocky attitude but
jack has other things on his mind like getting cassie to give him the time of day they re both damaged filled with mistrust
and guarded before they find one another and themselves in this emotional journey about love and forgiveness strap yourselves
for a ride that will not only break your heart but put it back together sometimes life gets ugly before it gets beautiful

The Sweetest Game 2013-12-25
the third and final installment in jack cassie s epic love story is here it s one hell of a sledgehammer to the chest when
your baseball career comes to an end it s like you finally realize that baseball never loved you back all the sleepless
nights the hours spent at the gym trying to stay fit the conditioning the training the mental preparation the holidays missed
the birthdays passed the memories you didn t get to make with your family all for what it s not like baseball lost any sleep
over you she didn t stay awake for nights on end trying to figure out how to make you a better player she didn t care
baseball s a business a sport a game and as much as my entire life has been wrapped up in it it s time to let it go jack
carter the game series the perfect game book one the game changer book two the sweetest game book three
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Perfect Game USA and the Future of Baseball 2009-01-14
for decades baseball scouts have beat the bushes for talent wandering throughout the united states in search of promising
young players but technology and competition have recently brought about big changes as potential stars are identified as
early as little league the largest such scouting and development service perfect game usa has become the primary pipeline to
college and professional baseball with its participants accounting for more than 70 percent of the players taken in the 2007
amateur draft this book looks at the history methods and impact of perfect game usa which continues to change the landscape
of youth baseball

Perfect Game 2008-01-01
bookstrand contemporary romance when her mother dies jessie decides to take a chance and get to know the father she had
idolized from a distance but never really had a relationship with in santa fe she s determined to make a new start no matter
what it takes trevor malone is the pitcher for the santa fe devils the team jessie s father coaches when a career threatening
injury occurs he is forced to get to know jessie as the woman she is rather than the bratty child he remembers from a single
visit years ago as the two come together in their own individual times of tragedy they find that they can take of their masks
and just be who they really are despite the odds jessie and trevor begin a journey that changes them and those around them
could love really be better than chasing the high of pitching the perfect game a bookstrand mainstream romance

The Cultural Encyclopedia of Baseball, 2d ed. 2016-03-25
more than any other sport baseball has developed its own niche in america s culture and psyche some researchers spend years
on detailed statistical analyses of minute parts of the game while others wax poetic about its players and plays many trace
the beginnings of the civil rights movement in part to the major leagues decision to integrate and the words and phrases of
the game for example pinch hitter and out in left field have become common in our everyday language from aaron henry onward
this book covers all of what might be called the cultural aspects of baseball as opposed to the number rich statistical
information so widely available elsewhere biographical sketches of all hall of fame players owners executives and umpires as
well as many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have won the spink and frick awards join entries for teams owners
commissioners and league presidents advertising agents drafts illegal substances minor leagues oldest players perfect games
retired uniform numbers superstitions tripleheaders and youngest players are among the thousands of entries herein most
entries open with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography of sources for further research the whole work is
exhaustively indexed and includes 119 photographs

The Baseball Maniac's Almanac 2023-04-18
part reference part trivia part brain teaser and absolutely the most unusual and thorough compendium of baseball stats and
facts ever assembled all verified for accuracy by the baseball hall of fame first created by legendary sportswriter bert
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randolph sugar and now updated here are thousands of fascinating lists tables data and stimulating facts inside you ll find
all of the big name baseball heroes like babe ruth ted williams ernie banks pete rose denny mclain ty cobb and a lot of
information that will be new to even the most devoted fans highest batting averages not to win batting titles home run
leaders by state of birth players on last place teams leading the league in rbis by season most triples by position season
winners of two legs of triple crown since last winner oldest pitchers with losing record leading league in era career
pitching leaders under six feet tall managers replaced wile team was in first place hall of famers whose sons played in the
majors players with palindromic surnames and so much more not just a collection of facts or records this is a book of
glorious fun that will astound even the most bookish baseball fan read up and amaze your friends

Baseball and the Mythic Moment 2007-02-12
while moments come and go and popular trends are created only to be consumed and replaced a small handful of events are able
to transcend place and time to become widely shared cultural touchstones baseball with its longevity reverence for character
and perseverance and symbolism of american values has produced a number of these modern myths people games and events that
transcend society s love for the ephemeral to attain collective cultural significance the babe s called shot and ripken s 2
131st are more than significant moments in baseball they are culturally relevant events that contribute to an american
mythology this book examines how certain baseball moments became mythic and why some moments are culturally persistent while
others are limited in importance to the confines of sport after a discussion of baseball in myth and memory and the effect of
the media on both chapters draw a distinction between the merely famous or infamous and the mythic act whether it s physical
bobby thomson or symbolic jackie robinson matchups whether individual alexander vs lazzeri or team red sox yankees 1978
playoff clubs both those that achieved 1927 yankees and that choked 1964 phillies and franchises including the winners
yankees and the losers cubs

The Perfect Game 2019-05-08
zach porter was living the dream pitching for the major leagues with the new england mavericks being courted by the press and
hollywood starlets tables at the best restaurants endorsement deals everything he wanted from his career until he injured his
shoulder now as he comes back from surgery and works his way back to the pitcher s mound he has his sights set on something
else piper lewis a beautiful deaf artist he met while visiting his siblings in grayson falls new hampshire zach knows the
best years of his career are behind him but he s got one more goal in mind before he can leave the game on his own terms
piper lewis wasn t born deaf she lost her hearing as a young adult after a serious illness she had to relearn how to approach
the world around her fight to establish her independence and her place in the art world painting is more than just a passion
for piper it s her therapy her way to make sense of a world that keeps putting obstacles in her way just when she was
starting to think about joining her parents in florida zach porter blew into grayson falls her favorite baseball player in
the flesh and he set his sights on her zach and piper are from two very different worlds his is loud crowded and exciting
hers is quiet peaceful and private to make a life together they ll need to learn to adapt and survive in each other s world
learn to live outside of their comfort zone and learn to play the perfect game
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Baseball Over the Air 2007-06-18
this narrative contains the documentation and interpretation of two imaginative pastimes radio and baseball and illuminates
each in a unique manner it integrates radio and baseball historically sociologically and culturally using the common themes
of imaginative expression this book is a unique approach into the magic of radio s imaginative power broadcasting baseball on
the radio has brought many millions of americans an imaginative link to a game that is built upon recollections of athletic
achievement that ring far truer in our sweet imaginations through the use of our imaginations we can see the game itself as
more than just a game but a gateway to an imaginative realm beyond the reality of everyday life

The Golden Game 2015-07-01
the golden game presents in words and pictures 150 years of baseball history from sandlot ball in the 1850s and the pacific
coast league to the western arrival of the dodgers giants angels athletics and padres here is a stirring colorfully written
narrative about the state that has been the birthplace and proving ground for more major leaguers than any other including
joe dimaggio ted williams and jackie robinson blending u s and california history as a backdrop to a narrative rich with
anecdotes the golden game reveals the significant impact that california has had on baseball history written not just for
californians but for all baseball fans the golden game goes beyond its geographic boundaries to tell the fascinating saga of
california baseball and how it has indelibly shaped the national pastime

The New York Yankees of the 1950s 2019-04-01
the 1950s marked a transformative period in postwar american history in baseball one dynasty was the story during the decade
the new york yankees played in eight world series from 1950 to 1959 winning six of them yankees icon joe dimaggio retired
following the 1951 season but a new super star mickey mantle took over in yankee stadium s center field in 1952 mantle the
powerful switch hitter who blasted tape measure home runs often tortured by leg ailments was the number one box office draw
in baseball he was the american league s most valuable player in 1956 and 1957 putting together a triple crown season in 1956
mantle came into baseball when tv was just beginning to stir and with the yankees reaching the world series and appearing on
national tv seemingly every season he became the face of the game during the decade mantle joined with his pals pitcher
whitey ford and infielder billy martin to form a hard partying trio that would be a joy and a pain to management the author
of several books on the yankees david fischer will bring expertise and a knack for great story telling to the saga of the
most dominant decade in the annals of sport set during a defining moment in u s history

The Sweetest Game 2022
the third and final installment in jack cassie s epic love story is here can love really conquer all it s one hell of a
sledgehammer to the chest when your baseball career comes to an end it s like you finally realize that baseball never loved
you back all the sleepless nights the hours spent at the gym trying to stay fit the conditioning the training the mental
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preparation the holidays missed the birthdays passed the memories you didn t get to make with your family all for what it s
not like baseball lost any sleep over you she didn t stay awake for nights on end trying to figure out how to make you a
better player she didn t care baseball s a business a sport a game and as much as my entire life has been wrapped up in it it
s time to let it go jack carter

Stolen Dreams 2022-04
when the eleven and twelve year olds on the cannon street ymca all star team registered for a baseball tournament in
charleston south carolina in june 1955 it put the team and the forces of integration on a collision course with segregation
bigotry and the southern way of life white teams refused to take the field with the cannon street all stars the first black
little league team in south carolina the cannon street team won the tournament by forfeit and advanced to the state
tournament when all the white teams withdrew in protest the cannon street team won the state tournament if the team had won
the regional tournament in rome georgia it would have advanced to the little league world series but little league officials
ruled the team ineligible to play in the tournament because it had advanced by winning on forfeit and not on the field
denying the boys their dream of playing in the little league world series little league baseball invited the cannon street
all stars to be the organization s guests at the world series where they heard spectators yell let them play let them play
when the ballplayers were introduced this became a national story for a few weeks but then faded and disappeared as americans
read of other civil rights stories including the torture and murder of fourteen year old emmett till stolen dreams is the
story of the cannon street ymca all stars and of the early civil rights movement it s also the story of centuries of bigotry
in charleston south carolina where millions of enslaved people were brought to this country and where the civil war began
where segregation remained for a century after the war ended and anyone who challenged it did so at their own risk

All Hands 1965
every new york yankees fan has a bucket list of activities to take part in at some point in their lives but even the most die
hard fans haven t done everything there is to experience in and around the bronx from visiting stan s sports bar to sitting
in the bleachers for the roll call author mark feinsand provides ideas recommendations and insider tips for must see places
and can t miss activities near yankee stadium but not every experience requires a trip to new york long distance yankees fans
can cross some items off their list from the comfort of their own homes whether you re attending every home game or
supporting the yanks from afar there s something for every fan to do in the new york yankees fans bucket list

New York Yankees Fans' Bucket List 2017-04-18
called the chairman of the board because of his remarkable control in big money games eddie whitey ford still holds the
record for world series wins 10 and was casey stengel s ace during much of the yankees historic mid century pennant streak
off the mound whitey s carousing with mickey mantle was legendary and he in many ways symbolizes the excesses and good
fortunes of the yankees during that era living hard and winning often this book delves into the life and baseball career of
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whitey ford the hall of fame left hander who helped the yankees win 11 pennants and six world championships after a childhood
on the new york sandlots he quickly worked his way through the yankees farm system and when called up in 1950 won nine
straight in a pennant race and then won the final game of the world series sweep of the phillies he would go on to pitch for
16 seasons all of them with new york and retire as the winningest pitcher in franchise history his story is detailed here
with a generous helping of play by play action and personal anecdotes seven appendices offer ford s career statistics and
compare him to other great pitchers past and present

Whitey Ford 2006-07-10
the playing and post playing careers of all 1 560 players who appeared in a major league box score between 1950 and 1959 the
golden age many say are profiled in this exhaustive work from aaron to zuverink this treasure trove of anecdotes many
gathered from personal interviews is full of historical facts controversy and trivia readers will be reminded that milwaukee
braves pitcher humberto robinson was asked by a gambler to fix a game against the phillies he refused joe adcock chased
giants pitcher ruben gomez around the field with a bat bob turley reached the top of the corporate ladder after his playing
days casey wise became an orthodontist bobby brown became a heart surgeon and president of the al and that chuck conners
became an actor all of this and much more can be found here

Baseball Players of the 1950s 2015-06-08
the shutout a game in which a team prevents its opponent from scoring remains relatively rare of the roughly 200 000 regular
season games that have been played since the origins of the major leagues only about 10 percent have been shutouts gold glove
defense astonishing pitching talent and the combined efforts of a team working toward baseball artistry must all come
together this work covers every shutout from the beginning of professional baseball through the 2010 world series including
no hitters and perfect games with in depth statistics and play by play descriptions to bring to life the action on the field
it is the definitive history of one of baseball s premier achievements

The Shutout in Major League Baseball 2013-06-04
the yankees baseball reader brings together the best works of journalism and literature to tell the story of this legendary
franchise

The Yankees Baseball Reader 2011-04-15
chronicles the history of baseball in new york from world war ii to the present examining how the sport helped carry
americans through times of turmoil and social decay
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Man in the Crowd 2012-07
yogi berra an american original recalls the legendary life and times of one of america s most enduring personalities drawn
from the archives of the new york daily news this book represents the most complete collection of yogi berra materials ever
published with over 150 classic photographs yogi s hall of fame career is captured in beautiful detail including rarely seen
pictures from his early years in yankee pinstripes to his world series heroics on the great yankee teams of the 1950s and
early 1960s through his ups and downs as manager and coach of the tradition rich yankees and the upstart mets and concluding
with his life after baseball

Yogi Berra 2001-06
the philosopher jacques barzun thought that whoever wants to know the heart and mind of america had better learn baseball and
whoever wants to know baseball had better learn about umpires as larry gerlach points out in the men in blue these arbiters
transform competitive chaos into organized sport they make it possible to play ball but nobody loves them considering the
abuse meted out by fans and players why would any sane person want to be an umpire many reasons emerge in conversations with
a dozen former major league arbiters while nobody loves them they love the game gerlach has elicited entertaining stories
from these figures under fire about their lonely travels their dealings with umpire baiters battles for unionization breaking
through the color line and much more from beans reardon who came up to the national league in 1926 to ed sudol who retired in
1977 here is a witty and telling portrait of baseball from the boisterous golden age to the jet age of instant replay

The Men in Blue 1994-01-01
jack appeared at my door last night after six months of no communication wearing a mets jersey and holding a dozen red roses
he told me he was sorry that he loved me and that he would earn my trust again it took everything in me to not fall apart at
the mere sight of him i wanted to take him back into my life but i needed to know that this time it would be forever in j
sterling s highly anticipated follow up to her usa today bestselling novel the perfect game jack and cassie quickly realize
that their new lifestyle can often be cruel and unforgiving their happiness is put to the test as the past is never truly far
behind how do you stay together when the world s trying to tear you apart

The Game Changer 2020-04-21
with more than 100 years to choose from longtime yankee sportswriter phil pepe narrows down the top 40 most fantastic moments
in yankee baseball from the magical bat of babe ruth to the 26 world series titles there is no question that the yankees are
in a league of their own some of the famous and infamous moments highlighted in the book include ron guidry s 260 strikeout
season joe dimaggio s 56 game hitting streak perfect games by don larsen david wells and david cone and the infamous wife
swap between fritz peterson and mike kekich an extraordinary celebration of yankee history fans will have the opportunity to
reminisce about these miraculous moments for years to come
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Magic Moments Yankees 2008-03-01
from the ballpark to the backyard and beyond this book captures all the action fun and excitement of america s favorite
pastime you ll learn everything you ever wanted to know about the history of baseball your favorite american and national
league teams stats and records ballparks around the country baseball legends and current players how to play like a pro
fantasy baseball teams with more than 30 puzzles and activities you ll be inspired to get out to the nearest baseball diamond
to practice your skills with your friends

Cleveland Plain Dealer Index 1940
photographs and essays help chronicle one hundred years of history for the new york yankees professional baseball team
profiling key players coaches and moments in the team s history

The Everything Kids' Baseball Book 2010-02-18
updated with statistics from the 2020 and 2021 seasons this new edition introduces young fans to the fun action and
excitement of america s favorite pastime with information on the biggest stars playing today the rules and history of the
game and tips to develop a new player s skills

Yankees Century 2002
who never heard of johnny vander meer s back to back no hitters or christy mathewson s three shutouts in one world series or
steve carlton winning 27 games for a last place team that won a total of only 59 games these and a variety of other pitching
feats comprise the contents of rich westcott s latest book one of a kind baseball s greatest pitching feats however this is
not a book that focuses on career records nor does it concentrate only on the great pitchers of the game rather this is a
book that pays tribute to special achievements some of which were performed in one game others of which took place during one
season and still others that were an accumulation of related accomplishments performed over an extended period in their own
way all were very special none of these feats was ever duplicated each one stands alone as a singular achievement from carl
hubbell who won 24 games in a row to bob feller who threw 15 strikeouts in his major league debut at the age of 17 to nolan
ryan owner of seven no hitters a seasoned baseball writer westcott explores these feats and many more in one of a kind
skyhorse publishing as well as our sports publishing imprint are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in sports books about baseball pro football college football pro and college basketball hockey or soccer we have a
book about your sport or your team whether you are a new york yankees fan or hail from red sox nation whether you are a die
hard green bay packers or dallas cowboys fan whether you root for the kentucky wildcats louisville cardinals ucla bruins or
kansas jayhawks whether you route for the boston bruins toronto maple leafs montreal canadiens or los angeles kings we have a
book for you while not every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed
to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not
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otherwise find a home

The Everything Kids' Baseball Book, 12th Edition 2022-03-22
drawn from more than 60 interviews and hours of face time this authorized biography offers an unprecedented inside the dugout
look at the manager who guided the new york yankees to their 27th world championship beginning with his childhood in the
baseball mecca of chicago this book traces joe girardi s rise from a catcher at northwestern university to his time in the
minors his 15 years in the majors and his successful career as a manager as much a character portrait of the man as a
chronicle of his achievements this study reveals the amalgam of influencesthe relentless work ethic learned from his father
combined with the systematic mind of an engineer the baseball know how instilled by the likes of don zimmer and joe torre and
the heart of his tenacious motherthat combined to propel girardi to his current stature

Great Stuff 2014-05-06
a comprehensive analysis of the entire 2007 baseball season from the first pitch to the last out including a breakdown of the
post season and the world series key features include reviews of how 2005 played out in each of baseball s six divisions an
in depth look at the minor leagues detailed team stats and graphs team by team individual hitting and fielding numbers a
postseason and world series round up

Girardi 2012-04
featuring every relevant team record statistic and award winner from the new york yankees incredible past this book includes
a comprehensive collection of all time leaders in every conceivable category from hits to strikeouts from the team s 27 world
series titles and roger maris s 61 home runs to joe dimaggio s 56 game hitting streak and eyewitness accounts of when babe
ruth famously called his shot this reference captures the legends and lore of the yankees more than a collection of
statistics this guide provides profiles of the men behind the records and explores the context in which they were set while
featuring stories which in many cases are even more fascinating than the actual records historical game details and evocative
photographs blend with compelling statistics and the great players responsible for them to capture the rich history of this
storied and celebrated franchise

The Hardball Times Baseball Annual 2008 2007-11
crazy about sports is a collection of sports stories about many colorful players famous teams and special events during the
early and mid stages of sports development in this country ranging from the late 1800s to late 1900s if you like sports you
are sure to enjoy reading this unique collection of stories authored by james earl hester jr and compiled and edited by
william clark davis
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The Ultimate Yankees Record Book 2012-06-01
whether your passion is football tennis ice hockey or one of many other sports this compilation lets you feel the sports
experience rather than just observe it more at home out of the vip or press box columnist bob latham brings you down among
the fans and the athletes to experience the true essence of sports as he rants riffs and reflects on the heroism heartbreak
excitement and humor in the world of sports from tips on how to become a professional sports team s number one fan to a recap
of muhammad ali s seventieth birthday party from the super bowl to wimbledon to wrigley field you ll feast on a tailgate
party s worth of anecdotes along the way learn valuable tips on how to be a sports tourist whether you re headed to scotland
italy new zealand new york city or a host of other places join bob as he makes a pilgrimage to sports meccas and legendary
events around the world see it all through his vibrant color photographs of the people and places you ll discover from the
cryogenics facility where ted williams is stored to the jigger inn overlooking the 18th hole at st andrews wrap up the
experience as bob recounts memories of his favorite chicago cubs fan a tribute to those who love and live the great world of
sports

Crazy About Sports: Volume I 2005-12-29
a revised and expanded edition of the new york yankees legendary sports teams the new york yankees played their first game in
the american league in 1903 since then they have become the best team in baseball bar none now this action packed and fact
filled volume brings the yankee s great history to life from babe ruth s called shot and lou gehrig s tearful farewell speech
to reggie jackson s three hits on three pitches and derek jeter s game saving catches classic moments are recounted with such
vivid description that readers will swear they can smell the popcorn and hear the crack of the bat updated content includes
team records and post season results from 1903 to 2011 as well as lists of yankees inducted into the hall of famers and
photos of the most memorable plays and people in yankee history

Winners & Losers 2012-10-02
this second edition handbook provides readers with advice on obtaining autographed baseball memorabilia balls bats photos etc
whether through in person or through the postal service it also provides insight into the booming online market for
memorabilia with information on online auctions as well as working with fellow online collectors the author discusses
designing a personalized memorabilia room and display in addition to the most successful ways to authenticate memorabilia and
a handy guide to acquiring the signatures of each living member of the hall of fame

The New York Yankees 2009-12-19
with more than 4 million people participating in little league games every year little league is the rite of passage into the
quintessential american pastime play ball charts little league s history from its earliest days and shows how in many
respects its history parallels america s history 140 illustrations
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Collecting Baseball Memorabilia 2010-06-28
love em or hate em there s no denying that the new york yankees have won twenty six world championships no other team comes
close to matching that record some clubs are fortunate enough to assemble a team that can be called a dynasty most never come
close the yankees have had five long before the 2000 world series trophy was awarded alan ross a lifelong yankees fan began
compiling a unique concise treasury of quotations about the yankees by the players coaches and sportswriters who called
yankee stadium home the result is an eloquent collection of pinstripe pride that should swell the heart of every yankees fan
sentiments from heroes past and present echo through the pages from ruth and gehrig to stengel and mantle to torre and jeter
not only are the voices heard of the greats whose names appear on the monuments beyond the left center field fence at yankee
stadium ruth gehrig dickey dimaggio mantle maris berra ford munson guidry jackson hunter and mattingly but also those of
other yankee heroes such as charley keller spud chandler joe gordon tommy henrich vic raschi allie reynolds bobby murcer
bobby richardson tony kubek joe pepitone and sparky lyle this tribute to the yankees also includes a brief history of the
team statistics from the successful world series campaigns and the lineups that amassed this legacy in the end it is a
celebration of the greatness of the yankees that spanned a century this is the kind of book a fan reads over and over after
all that is the way their yankees seem to collect world championships

Play Ball!: The Story of Little League Baseball¨ 2001-03-21

Yankees Century
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